
Workshop on Graduate Trainee under Young Talent Program

On November 20, 2016 Robi
(Axiata) came to conduct a
workshop entitled “Graduate
Trainee under Young Talent” at
North South University. Career
and Placement Center (CPC),
NSU hosted the team of Robi and
organized the workshop. Apart of
the workshop Robi conducted an
on campus “Internship
Interviews” with 35 selected
NSU students for the
approaching spring 2017
semester. Simultaneously, an
inclusive “Case Competition”
was held with active involvement
of 12 students in 3 groups under
the supervision of Robi’s talent
hunt team. The winning team in the Case Competition comprising of 4 members was also
awarded a token of appreciation on Robi’s behalf. Professor Atiqul Islam, Vice Chancellor, NSU
appreciated the brilliant scheme of the workshop and extended to thank Robi to held a talent
oriented event like this.

It is noteworthy that Robi also called for a pool of NSU alumni working in different sectors of
Robi to facilitate our graduating students get to hear them one-to-one basis in terms to
preparatory techniques and other prospects in telecom industry as well.

Throughout the session speakers encouraged the NSU graduates to join and apply for the
Graduate Trainee program in coming intake period. They also disseminated pertinent
information about the journey of Graduate Trainee program at Robi on its multiple prospect and
advantages in the long run. In addition, Speakers offered various advises before students to
sharpen their inherent aptness of creativity and to enhance problem solving capacity to excel in
the telecom industry. They also revealed of their real life experiences ahead of the graduates to
define how to tackle adverse situation profitably in professional life.

Mr. Zaved Pervez, Vice President, Resourcing, Robi, Mr. Maruful Alam Chowdhury, Vice
President, People & Corporate, Robi also an alumni of NSU were in the speakers’ panel on the
event on Robi’s behalf. Mr. Faisal Wali, Director, CPC, NSU, Ms. Shahnaz Islam, Senior Job
Counselor, CPC and a number of graduating students of NSU were in the attendees of the
workshop.


